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QUESTION 1

Which of the following techniques ensures that a value submitted in a form can only be yes or no ? 

A. Use a select list that only lets the user choose between yes and no . 

B. Use a hidden input field that has a value of yes or no . 

C. Enable the safe_mode configuration directive. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Is the following code vulnerable to SQL Injection ($mysqli is an instance of the MySQLi class)? 

$age = $mysqli->real_escape_string($_GET[\\'age\\']); 

$name = $mysqli->real_escape_string($_GET[\\'name\\']); 

$query = "SELECT * FROM `table` WHERE name LIKE \\'$name\\' AND age = $age"; $results =
$mysqli>query($query); 

A. No, the code is fully protected from SQL Injection. 

B. Yes, because the $name variable is improperly escaped. 

C. Yes, because the $name variable and the $age variable is improperly escaped. 

D. Yes, because the $age variable is improperly escaped. 

E. Yes, because you cannot prevent SQL Injection when using MySQLi 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following can be registered as entry points with a SoapServer instance (choose 2): 

A. A single function 

B. A single method from a class 

C. All methods from a class 

D. All classes defined in a script 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

Consider the following table data and PHP code, and assume that the database supports transactions. What is the
outcome? 

Table data (table name "users" with primary key "id"): 

id name email 

1 anna alpha@example.com 

2 betty beta@example.org 

3 clara gamma@example.net 

5 sue sigma@example.info 

PHP code (assume the PDO connection is correctly established): 

$dsn = \\'mysql:host=localhost;dbname=exam\\'; 

$user = \\'username\\'; 

$pass = \\'********\\'; 

$pdo = new PDO($dsn, $user, $pass); 

try { 

$pdo->exec("INSERT INTO users (id, name, email) VALUES (6, \\'bill\\', \\'delta@example.com\\')"); $pdo>begin(); 

$pdo->exec("INSERT INTO users (id, name, email) VALUES (7, \\'john\\', \\'epsilon@example.com\\')"); throw 

new Exception(); 

} catch (Exception $e) { 

$pdo->rollBack(); 

} 

A. The user \\'bill\\' will be inserted, but the user \\'john\\' will not be. 

B. Both user \\'bill\\' and user \\'john\\' will be inserted. 

C. Neither user \\'bill\\' nor user \\'john\\' will be inserted. 

D. The user \\'bill\\' will not be inserted, but the user \\'john\\' will be. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5
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Which of the following statements is correct? 

A. Interfaces can extend only one interface 

B. Interfaces can extend more than one interface 

C. Interfaces can inherit a method from different interfaces 

D. Interfaces can redeclare inherited methods 

Correct Answer: B 
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